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SALES AND OPERATIONS PLANNING INTERFACE TOOL

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

[0001] This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Patent

Application No. 61/401 ,359, filed August 10, 2010, entitled "Sales and

Operations Planning Interface Tool," by Jonathan Sussman, which is hereby

incorporated by reference.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Large organizations such as large businesses or governments typically

deal with a wide variety of both customers and suppliers. For example, a large

business with thousands of employees may sell hundreds of different products

to other businesses (both small and large) and to the general public. The large

business wants to satisfy these customers. In addition, the large business may

receive an extensive assortment of goods from both small and large

businesses, which may be located domestically or in foreign counties, thereby

complicating receipt of the desired goods. Therefore, it can be challenging and

even problematic for the large business to manage all the different moving parts

associated with their customers' demands and receipt of goods from suppliers.

SUMMARY

[0003] A method, in one embodiment, can include establishing a demand

hierarchy associated with sales and operations planning data of an

organization. Note that any item of the demand hierarchy is not assigned to

another hierarchy group. Additionally, the method can include establishing a

supply hierarchy associated with the sales and operations planning data of the

organization. t is noted that any item of the supply hierarchy is not assigned to

another hierarchy group. Furthermore, the method can include utilizing one of

the demand hierarchy and the supply hierarchy to generate a metric based at

an item level. The metric can be output as part of a graphical user interface.



[0004] In addition, in one embodiment, the method can further include utilizing

one of the demand hierarchy and the supply hierarchy to generate a

spreadsheet pivot table n an embodiment, the metric can include comparing

demand over a past or previous) time period to a forecast of a future time

period. Furthermore, in one embodiment, the past time period can be the last

2 months (or the last year or the last 6 months or the like) and the future time

period can be the next year (or the next 6 months or the next 3 months or the

like). Moreover, in an embodiment, the metric can include a production plan

metric that includes workload capacity. In one embodiment, the production plan

can further include projecting when a purchase requisition will be awarded.

Additionally, in an embodiment, the method can further include utilizing the

graphical user interface to select a lower hierarchy level of one of the demand

hierarchy and the supply hierarchy. Moreover, in one embodiment, the method

can further include: after the graphical user interface is utilized to select a lower

hierarchy level, a graphical representation of the metric is output as part of the

graphical user interface.

[0005] n another embodiment, a computer readable storage medium having

stored thereon, computer-executable instructions that when executed by a

computing device cause the computing device to perform a method. The

method can include establishing a demand hierarchy associated with sales and

operations planning data of an organization. It is noted that any item of the

demand hierarchy is not assigned to another hierarchy group. In addition, the

method can include establishing a supply hierarchy associated with the sales

and operations planning data of the organization. It is pointed out that any item

of the supply hierarchy is not assigned to another hierarchy group.

Furthermore, the method can include utilizing one of the demand hierarchy and

the supply hierarchy to generate a spreadsheet pivot table. The spreadsheet

pivot table can be output as part of a graphical user interface.



[0006] It is noted that in one embodiment, the method can further include

utilizing one of the demand hierarchy and the supply hierarchy to generate a

metric based at an item Ievel. Additionally, in an embodiment, the metric can

include comparing demand over a past time period to a forecast of a future time

period. Also, in one embodiment, the past time period is last year and the

future time period is next year. Moreover, in an embodiment, the metric can

include a production plan metric that can include projecting when a purchase

requisition will be awarded. In one embodiment, the metric can include a

production plan metric that includes workload capacity. In addition, in an

embodiment, the method can further include utilizing the graphical user

interface to select a lower hierarchy level of one of the demand hierarchy and

the supply hierarchy. Furthermore, in an embodiment, the method can further

include: after the graphical user interface is utilized to select a lower hierarchy

Ievel, a graphical representation of the spreadsheet pivot table is output as part

of the graphical user interface.

[0007] n yet another embodiment, a method can include establishing a

demand hierarchy associated with sales and operations planning data of an

organization. The demand hierarchy can be set at an item Ievel and any item of

the demand hierarchy is not assigned to another hierarchy group. Furthermore,

the method can include establishing a supply hierarchy associated with the

sales and operations planning data of the organization. Note that the supply

hierarchy can be set at an item Ievel and any item of the supply hierarchy is not

assigned to another hierarchy group. Additionally, the method can include

utilizing one of the demand hierarchy and the supply hierarchy to generate a

metric based at an item Ievel. A graphical representation of the metric is output

as part of a graphical user interface.

It is pointed out that in an embodiment, the method can further include

utilizing one of the demand hierarchy and the supply hierarchy to generate a

spreadsheet pivot table. Furthermore, in one embodiment, the metric can



include comparing demand over a past time period (e.g., past year, past 2

months, and the like) to a forecast of a future time period (e.g., next year, next

12 months, and the like). In an embodiment, the metric can include a

production plan metric that includes workload capacity. It is noted that in one

embodiment, the metric can include a production plan metric that can include

projecting when a purchase requisition will be awarded. In addition, in an

embodiment, the method can further include utilizing the graphical user

interface to select a lower hierarchy level of one of the demand hierarchy and

the supply hierarchy. Additionally, in one embodiment, the method can further

include: after the graphical user interface is utilized to select a lower hierarchy

level, a graphical representation of the metric is output as part of the graphical

user interface.

[0008] While particular embodiments in accordance with the invention have

been specifically described within this Summary, it is noted that the invention

and the claimed subject matter are not limited in any way by these

embodiments.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0009] The accompanying drawings, which are incorporated in and form a

part of this specification and in which like numerals depict like elements, are

included to illustrate principles of the present embodiments and are not

intended to limit the invention to the particular implementations illustrated

therein.

[00 ] Figure 1 shows an exemplary flow diagram of a method in

accordance with various embodiments of the invention.

[00 ] Figure 2 shows an exemplary block diagram of a sales and

operations planning (S&OP) user interface tool in accordance with various

embodiments of the invention.



[0012] Figure 3 shows an exemplary block diagram illustrating a demand

hierarchy and a supply hierarchy in accordance with various embodiments of

the invention.

[0013] Figure 4 shows another exemplary view of the S&OP user interface

tool in accordance with various embodiments of the invention.

[0014] Figure 5 shows yet another exemplary view of the S&OP user

interface tool in accordance with various embodiments of the invention.

[0015] Figure 6 shows still another exemplary view of the S&OP user

interface tool in accordance with various embodiments of the invention.

[0016] Figure 7 shows another exemplary view of the S&OP user interface

tool in accordance with various embodiments of the invention.

[0017] Figure 8 shows yet another exemplary view of the S&OP user

interface tool in accordance with various embodiments of the invention.

[0018] Figure 9 shows still another exemplary view of the S&OP user

interface tool in accordance with various embodiments of the invention.

[0019] Figure 0 shows an exemplary flow diagram of still another method in

accordance with various embodiments of the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0020] Reference will now be made in detail to various embodiments in

accordance with the invention, examples of which are illustrated in the

accompanying drawings. While the invention will be described in conjunction

with various embodiments, it will be understood that these various embodiments



are not intended to limit the invention. On the contrary, the invention is intended

to cover alternatives, modifications and equivalents, which may be included

within the scope of the invention as construed according to the Claims.

Furthermore, in the following detailed description of various embodiments in

accordance with the invention, numerous specific details are set forth in order to

provide a thorough understanding of the invention. However, it will be evident

to one of ordinary skill in the art that the invention may be practiced without

these specific details. In other instances, well known methods, procedures,

components, and circuits have not been described in detail as not to

unnecessarily obscure aspects of the invention.

[0021] Some portions of the detailed descriptions that follow are presented in

terms of procedures, logic blocks, processing, and other symbolic

representations of operations on data bits within a computer memory. These

descriptions and representations are the means used by those skilled in the

data processing arts to most effectively convey the substance of their work to

others skilled in the art. In the present application, a procedure, logic block,

process, or the like, is conceived to be a self-consistent sequence of operations

or steps or instructions leading to a desired result. The operations or steps are

those utilizing physical manipulations of physical quantities. Usually, although

not necessarily, these quantities can take the form of electrical or magnetic

signals capable of being stored, transferred, combined, compared, and

otherwise manipulated in a computer system or computing device. It has

proven convenient at times, principally for reasons of common usage, to refer to

these signals as transactions, bits, values, elements, symbols, characters,

samples, pixels, or the like.

[0022] It should be borne in mind, however, that all of these and similar terms

are to be associated with the appropriate physical quantities and are merely

convenient labels applied to these quantities. Unless specifically stated

otherwise as apparent from the following discussions, it is appreciated that



throughout the present disclosure, discussions utilizing terms such as

"establishing", "generating", "utilizing", "outputting", "comparing", "projecting",

"selecting", "performing", aggregating", "receiving", "gathering", "retrieving",

"incorporating", "producing", "enabling", "sending", "determining", "accessing",

"allowing", "updating", or the like, can refer to actions and processes of a

computer system or similar electronic computing device or processor. The

computer system or similar electronic computing device can manipulate and

transform data represented as physical (electronic) quantities within the

computer system memories, registers or other such information storage,

transmission or display devices.

[0023] Figure 1 shows an exemplary flow diagram of a method 100 in

accordance with various embodiments of the invention for generating and

operating a sales and operations planning (S&OP) user interface tool. Although

specific operations are disclosed in flow diagram 100, such operations are

examples. Method 100 may not include all of the operations illustrated by

Figure 1. Also, method 100 may include various other operations and/or

variations of the operations shown by Figure 1. Likewise, the sequence of the

operations of flow diagram 100 can be modified. It is appreciated that not all of

the operations in flow diagram 100 may be performed n various embodiments,

one or more of the operations of method 00 can be performed by software, by

firmware, by hardware or by any combination thereof, but is not limited to such.

Method 100 can include processes of embodiments of the invention which can

be carried out by a processor(s) and electrical components under the control of

computer or computing device readable and executable instructions or code).

The computer or computing device readable and executable instructions (or

code) may reside, for example, in data storage features such as computer or

computing device usable volatile memory, computer or computing device

usable non-volatile memory, and/or computer or computing device usable mass

data storage. However, the computer or computing device readable and



executable instructions (or code) may reside in any type of computer or

computing device readable medium.

[0024] t is pointed out that in one embodiment, sales and operations planning

within a business or government organization can provide a framework for

customer and supplier operations to come together to decide the best way to

use limited resources to meet organizational objectives. For example, tradeoffs

and prioritizations can occur to allow agency objectives to be met. In one

embodiment, the process of achieving consensus is enabled by an S&OP user

interface tool (e.g., 200 of Figure 2). The S&OP user interface tool 200 can

help identify drivers (or forces or motivators) of key metrics and how to improve

them.

[0025] More specifically, within a business or government organization, it is

noted that sales and operations planning can be a single process to engage all

functions in creating aligned, forward looking plans, make decisions that will

optimize resources, and achieve a balanced set of goals. Sales and operations

planning can include, but is not limited to, demand planning, inventory planning,

supply planning, and financial planning. In an embodiment, the demand side

can include, but is not limited to, sales and marketing teams of the business or

government organization along with downstream channel partners.

Additionally, the supply side can include, but is not limited to, production,

logistics, and the like along with upstream suppliers.

[0026] In various embodiments, the sales and operations planning interface

tool can generate and/or aggregate customers (or demand) metrics or

suppliers (or vendors or supply) metrics based on different hierarchies designed

to foster internal and external collaboration thereby enabling better fulfillment

strategies. For example in one embodiment, the sales and operations planning

interface tool can automatically create high level and detailed metrics along with

forward-looking metrics. Furthermore, the sales and operations planning



interface tool can automatically generate spreadsheet pivot tables based on the

hierarchy thereby allowing for root cause analysis. These concepts will be

discussed in more detail hereafter.

[0027] At operation 102 of Figure 1, a sales and operations planning (S&OP)

user interface tool can be generated and output for subsequent display by a

display device. It is noted that operation 102 can be implemented in a wide

variety of ways. Figure 2 shows an exemplary block diagram of a sales and

operations planning (S&OP) user interface tool 200 in accordance with various

embodiments of the invention. In one embodiment, the S&OP user interface

tool 200 may be implemented as a graphical user interface (GUI). Furthermore,

the S&OP user interface tool 200 may have access to one or more databases of

supply information and demand information associated with one or more

organizations. Moreover, the S&OP user interface tool 200 may organize the

supply information into a supply hierarchy and the demand information into a

demand hierarchy. It is pointed out that the supply hierarchy and the demand

hierarchy can be implemented in a wide variety of ways.

[0028] For example, Figure 3 shows an exemplary block diagram illustrating

an exemplary customer (or demand) hierarchy 300 and an exemplary supplier

(or supply) hierarchy 320 in accordance with various embodiments of the

invention. It is noted that each hierarchy may be based on whatever is

important to the business or government organization with regard to its

customers or suppliers. For example, a business could use weapon systems

and weapon system subgroups to define its customer hierarchy while using

supply divisions (e.g., logical item groupings - bearings, fasteners, etc) and

subdivisions to define its supplier hierarchy. In this manner, the S&OP user

interface tool 200 may organization and use data associated with the customers

and suppliers of the business or government organization. Note that in one

embodiment, the customer and supplier hierarchies may be implemented to

have the same or different number of tiers. Within Figure 3 , the customer (or



demand) hierarchy 300 may include a top or first tier (e.g., demand chain) 302.

The second tier of the demand hierarchy 300 may include two different divisions

304 and 306. The third tier of the demand hierarchy 300 may include two

different weapon system 308 and 310 that are associated with division 304. in

addition, the third tier of the demand hierarchy 300 may include "common

items" 312 that are associated with the division 306. The fourth tier of the

demand hierarchy 300 may include weapon system module items 314 which

are associated with weapon system 308. Furthermore, the fourth tier of the

demand hierarchy 300 may include federal stock class items 316 that are

associated with the common items 312. In one embodiment, individual items

may be defined in the lowest tier of the hierarchy. For example in an

embodiment, the weapon system module items 314 are part of or are

incorporated within weapon system 308, which is one of the weapons systems

of division 304.

[0029] The supplier hierarchy 320 may include a top or first tier (e.g., supply

chain) 322. The second tier of the supply hierarchy 320 may include two

different definitions of sources of items (e.g., sole-sourced group 324 and multi-

sourced group 326). The third tier of the supply hierarchy 320 may include a

vendor 328 associated with the sole-sourced group 324. Additionally, the third

tier of the supply hierarchy 320 may include fasteners group 330 and bearings

group associated with the muiti-sourced group 326. The fourth tier of the supply

hierarchy 320 may include vendor plant items 334 that are associated with the

vendor 328 and steel fasteners items 336 associated with the fasteners group

3306.

[0030] Note that in one embodiment, the demand hierarchy 300 and the

supply hierarchy 320 may each be set at the item level thereby making each

very flexible it is pointed out that in an embodiment, items located in the lowest

tier of the demand hierarchy 300 and the supply hierarchy 320 cannot be

assigned to more than one hierarchy. For example, since the steel fasteners



items 336 are assigned to the supply hierarchy 320, they cannot also be

assigned to the demand hierarchy 300 By implementing the hierarchies in this

manner, it enables metric generation and/or aggregation. In addition, goal

setting at the upper level of the business or government organization (e.g.,

enterprise or chain level) may be pushed down to the tactical level.

Furthermore, by not assigning items of the demand hierarchy 300 and the

supply hierarchy 320 to more than one hierarchy group, it enables consistent

metrics and also enables a framework for internal and external collaboration.

Moreover, a demand/supply crosswalk is produced in the pivot tables generated

by the S&OP user interface tool 200. Note that in one embodiment, the pivot

tables are generated by the S&OP user interface tool 200 at hierarchy level

three, but is not limited to such.

[0031] Note that the S&OP user interface tool 200 of Figure 2 may include,

but is not limited to, a hierarchy selector 202, hierarchy view selectors 204,

project view selectors 206, impacts pie chart 208, and an "overall" tab 210,

which when selected results in a view of one or more graphical representations

of metrics 212, 214, 216, 218, and 220. It is noted that the different

components of the S&OP planning user interface tool 200 will be discussed in

combination with method 100 of Figure 1.

[0032] It is pointed out that sales and operations planning within a business or

government organization may provide a framework for customer and supplier

operations to come together to decide the best way to use limited resources to

meet organizational objectives. For example, tradeoffs and prioritizations may

occur to allow agency objectives to be met. in one embodiment, the process of

achieving consensus is enabled by the S&OP user interface tool 200 of Figure

2 . The S&OP user interface tool 200 may help identify drivers (or forces or

motivators) of key metrics and how to improve them.



[0033] More specifically, within a business or government organization, it is

noted that sales and operations planning may be a single process to engage all

functions in creating aligned, forward looking plans, make decisions that will

optimize resources, and achieve a balanced set of goals. Sales and operations

planning may include, but is not limited to, demand planning, inventory

planning, supply planning, and financial planning. n an embodiment, the

demand side may include, but is not limited to, sales and marketing teams of

the business or government organization along with downstream channel

partners. Additionally, the supply side may include, but is not limited to,

production, logistics, and the like along with upstream suppliers.

[0034] In one embodiment, demand consensus is the way customer

operations achieve the best possible forecast. The S&OP user interface tool

200 of Figure 2 may validate differences between the next 12 months of

forecast with the last 12 months of demand. In addition, the S&OP user

interface tool 200 may determine how well a forecast performed in the past

(e.g., using an Absolute Percent Forecast Error (APFE)) and it may also

determine if demand is coming in as excepted at the beginning of the fiscal year

(fiscal year demand consensus). The S&OP user interface tool 200 may be

utilized to understand demand side drivers. For example, the S&OP user

interface tool 200 may be utilized to understand which demand side platforms

are consuming purchase requisition awards, organizational funds, and supplier

capacity. Specifically, in order to do this, the S&OP user interface tool 200 may

use platform performance data to determine how well a platform is performing

by determining how well a forecast performed in the past (e.g., using an

Absolute Percent Forecast Error (APFE)) together with ratio reports. n

addition, the production plan may provide data to the S&OP user interface tool

200, such as, purchase requisition awards and the organizational fund

consumption.



[0035] In addition, in an embodiment, supply consensus is the process for

weighing customer needs against internal and externa! supply constraints. Note

that the forecasts may be balanced with, but are not limited to, purchase

requisition capacity, organizational fund guidelines, and supplier capacity. The

S&OP user interface tool 200 is able to organize data and metrics too for this

balancing to occur. Some of the data may be production plan data, such as,

using past award rates, the production plan projects when open, blocked, and

soon to be generated purchase requisitions to be awarded. The S&OP user

interface too! 200 may be utilized to understand interna! and externa! supply

constraints. For example, the S&OP user interface tool 200 may include a list

of current and projected purchase requisitions and when they will likely be

awarded (production plan), current and projected organizational fund

consumption rate, and supplier's responsiveness and/or capacity. The S&OP

user interface too! 200 may aid in understanding the aggregate supply base.

For example, the S&OP user interface tool 200 may leverage expertise

information to aid in understanding current industry capacity and capabilities in

context of the production plan.

[0036] In one embodiment, the S&OP user interface tool 200 may include

project view selectors 206. The project view selectors 206 may be utilized to

track one or more projects that may be implemented to correct or improve the

performance of one or more components of a hierarchy. Once the correction or

improvement has been reached, the one or more projects may be removed or

deleted from the S&OP user interface tool 200. it is pointed out that operation

102 may be implemented in any manner similar to that described herein, but is

not limited to such.

[0037] At operation 104, the sales and operations planning user interface too!

(e.g., 200) may be implemented so that it may be utilized with either a demand

hierarchy or a supply hierarchy. Note that operation 104 may be implemented

in a wide variety of ways. For example in one embodiment, when the S&OP



user interface tool 200 is implemented It may include, but is not limited to, a

hierarchy selector 202 which enables a user to select whether to use the S&OP

user interface tool 200 with a demand hierarchy or a supply hierarchy.

Operation 104 may be implemented in any manner similar to that described

herein, but is not limited to such.

[0038] At operation 108 of Figure 1, a determination may be made as to

whether a top or first tier of a hierarchy has been selected (e.g., 204a) within the

sales and operations planning user interface tool (e.g., 200). If not, the method

100 may proceed to repeat operation 108. However, if it is determined at

operation 108 that a top or first tier of a hierarchy was selected within the sales

and operations planning user interface tool, method 100 may proceed to

operation 108. It is pointed out that operation 106 may be implemented in a

wide variety of ways. For example in one embodiment, the S&OP user

interface tool 200 may be implemented with a drop-down menu 204a which may

be utilized by a user to select a particular top or first tier of a hierarchy from one

or more available first tier hierarchies of the S&OP user interface tool 200.

Within the present embodiment of Figure 2 , the drop-down menu 204a has

been utilized to select the "Enterprise" top or first tier hierarchy. Operation 106

may be implemented in any manner similar to that described herein, but is not

limited to such.

[0039] At operation 108, one or more metrics may automatically be

determined or aggregated corresponding to the selected first tier hierarchy (e.g.,

204a). It is noted that operation 108 may be implemented in a wide variety of

ways. For example in an embodiment, the S&OP user interface tool 200 may

be implemented to automatically determine or aggregate one or more metrics

corresponding to the selected Enterprise first tier hierarchy of 204a.

[0040] For instance, the one or more metrics at operation 108 of Figure 1 may

include, but are not limited to, a consensus forecast, a consensus organization



fund budget an Attainment: to Plan (ATP), an Absolute Percent Forecast Error

(APFE), and POF/OTOF. in addition, the one or more metrics at operation 108

may include, but are not limited to, total overhead (OH) inventory, Percent

Forecast Error (PFE), demand consensus, demand ratio, DPA, production pian

(which may include allocation of purchase requisition capacity), blocked

purchase requisitions, Stock Out/Stock Low (SO/SL), over procurements (OPs),

current inventory levels, late purchase requisitions (PRs), late purchase orders

(POs), demand consensus, open/blocked purchase requisitions, open/blocked

purchased orders, and supportability.

[0041] More specifically, at operation 108, the Attainment to Plan metric may

involve whether an order to the supplier was delivered on time, on quality, and

on quantity in one embodiment, the Attainment to Plan metric may be broken

down into categories to highlight root causes (e.g., late purchase requisition

award, generation, and delivery). Furthermore, the Absolute Percent Forecast

Error (APFE) metric ay show the error associated with forecasts. The

demand consensus metric compares the last 12 months of demand to the next

12 months of forecasts to highlight potential forecast problems. Also, the over

procurements (OPs) metric may involve how many over procurements are

being experienced. Note that high over procurements are not necessarily

adverse if progress has been made to reduce over forecasting. Moreover, the

supportability metric may be implemented such that when a bill of materials is

given to the S&OP user interface tool 200, it may calculate support dates and

may give customer operations the capability to adjust forecasts to the latest get

well date. Additionally, the production plan metric may be implemented to

utilize past award rate in order to project when open, blocked, and soon to be

generated purchase requisitions wi l be awarded. This may provide insight into

which platforms and item categories are consuming workload capacity. It is

noted that operation 108 may be implemented in any manner similar to that

described herein, but is not limited to such.



[0042] At operation 0 of Figure , the one or more determined or

aggregated metrics corresponding to the selected chain hierarchy (e.g., of

204a) may be output for display as part of the sales and operations planning

user interface too! (e.g., 200). It is pointed out that operation 0 may be

implemented n a wide variety of ways. For example in the present embodiment

of Figure 2 , the S&OP user interface tool 200 may include a graphical

representation of the following metrics that correspond with the selected

"Enterprise" chain hierarchy of 204a: the POF/OTOF metric 212, the consensus

forecast 214, the Absolute Percent Forecast Error (APFE) metric 218, the

Attainment to Plan (ATP) metric 218, and the consensus OA (Obligation

Authority) budget metric 220. Note that these metrics are visible since the

Overall tab 210 is currently selected within the S&OP user interface tool 200.

However, there are other metrics that are currently not shown by the S&OP

user interface too! 200 since their respective tab has not been selected (e.g., by

a user).

[0043] For example, Figure 4 shows another exemplary view of the S&OP

user interface too! 200 in accordance with various embodiments of the invention

when an "Execution" tab 402 is selected (e.g., by a user). Note that within

Figure 4 , the chain hierarchy has been selected to the "Aviation" chain

hierarchy on the drop-down menu 204a. As such, the graphical representations

of metrics displayed correspond to the Aviation chain hierarchy of 204a. When

the "Execution * tab 402 is selected, the S&OP user interface tool 200 at

operation 10 of Figure 1 may include a graphical representation of the over

procurement (OP) metric 404, the open purchase requisition (PR) value metric

408, the blocked purchase requisition (PR) value metric 410, the purchase

requisition (PR) workload projection (where the ACC D, Z , and J items are not

on LTC) metric 408, and the supportability by Unfilled Order (UFO, also referred

to as "back order") indicator metric 412. It is noted that these metrics are visible

since the Execution tab 402 is currently selected within the S&OP user interface

tool 200. However, there are other metrics that are currently not shown by the



S&OP user interface tool 200 of Figure 4 since their respective tab has not been

selected (e.g., by a user).

[0044] For instance, Figure 5 shows yet another exemplary view of the S&OP

user interface tool 200 in accordance with various embodiments of the invention

when an "Fulfillment" tab 502 is selected (e.g., by a user). Note that the chain

hierarchy has been selected to the "Aviation" chain hierarchy on the drop-down

menu 204a. As such, the graphical representations of metrics displayed

correspond to the Aviation chain hierarchy of 204a. When the "Fulfillment" tab

502 is selected, the S&OP user interface tool 200 at operation 0 of Figure 1

may include a graphical representation of the N tem Stock Out/Stock Low

(SO/SL) metric 504, the R item Stock Out/Stock Low (SO/SL) metric 506, the

inventory metric 508, and the open purchase requisition (PR) value metric 510.

Note that these metrics are visible since the Fulfillment tab 502 is currently

selected within the S&OP user interface tool 200. However, there are other

metrics that are currently not shown by the S&OP user interface tool 200 of

Figure 5 since their respective tab has not been selected (e.g., by a user).

[0045] For example, Figure 8 shows still another exemplary view of the S&OP

user interface tool 200 in accordance with various embodiments of the invention

when an "Production Plan" tab 602 is selected (e.g., by a user). It is noted that

the chain hierarchy has been selected to the "Aviation" chain hierarchy on the

drop-down menu 204a. As such, the graphical representations of metrics

displayed correspond to the Aviation chain hierarchy of 204a. When the

"Production Plan" tab 802 is selected, the S&OP user interface tool 200 at

operation 1 0 of Figure 1 may include a graphical representation of the

production plan metric 804, which in the present embodiment is implemented as

a spreadsheet. It is pointed out that this metric is visible since the Production

Plan tab 802 is currently selected within the S&OP user interface tool 200.

However, there are other metrics that are currently not shown by the S&OP



user inierface tool 200 of Figure 6 since their respective tab has not been

selected (e.g., by a user).

[0046] For instance, Figure 7 shows another exemplary view of the S&OP

user interface tool 200 in accordance with various embodiments of the invention

when an "PO Scorecard" tab 702 is selected (e.g., by a user). Note that the

chain hierarchy has been selected to the "Aviation" chain hierarchy on the drop

down menu 204a. As such, the graphical representations of metrics displayed

correspond to the Aviation chain hierarchy of 204a. When the ** P Scorecard"

tab 702 is selected, the S&OP user interface tool 200 at operation 0 of Figure

1 may include a graphical representation of the delivered purchase order (PO)

lines metric 704 and the vendor scorecard metric 706. It is pointed out that

these metrics are visible since the PO Scorecard 702 is currently selected

within the S&OP user interface too! 200. However, there are other metrics that

are currently not shown by the S&OP user interface tool 200 of Figure 7 since

their respective tab has not been selected (e.g., by a user). For example, the

Overall tab 210, the Execution tab 402, the Fulfillment tab 502, and the

Production Plan tab 802 are currently not select within the S&OP user interface

tool 200. It is noted that operation 1 0 may be implemented in any manner

similar to that described herein, but is not limited to such.

[0047] At operation 112 of Figure 1, a determination may be made as to

whether a second level or tier of the hierarchy has been selected (e.g., at 204b)

within the sales and operations planning user interface tool (e.g., 200). If not,

the method 100 may proceed to repeat operation 112. However, if it is

determined at operation 112 that a second level of the hierarchy has been

selected within the sales and operations planning user interface tool, the

method 100 may proceed to operation 114. Figure 8 shows yet another

exemplary view of the S&OP user interface tool 200 in accordance with various

embodiments of the invention. Note that operation 112 may be implemented in

a wide variety of ways. For example in an embodiment, the S&OP user



interface tool 200 of Figure 8 may be implemented with a drop-down menu

204b which may be utilized by a user to select a particular second level or tier of

the hierarchy (e.g., priority group) from one or more available priority groups of

the S&OP user interface tool 200. Within the present embodiment of Figure 8 ,

the drop-down menu 204b has been utilized to select the "Level A" priority

group. Operation 2 may be implemented in any manner similar to that

described herein, but is not limited to such.

[0048] At operation 114 of Figure 1, one or more metrics may automatically be

determined or aggregated corresponding to the selected tier, for example,

priority group tier (e.g., at 204b). t is pointed out that operation 114 may be

implemented in a wide variety of ways. For example in one embodiment, the

S&OP user interface tool 200 of Figure 8 may be implemented to automatically

determine or aggregate one or more metrics corresponding to the selected

"Level A" priority group hierarchy of 204b. For instance, the one or more

metrics at operation 114 may include any of the metrics described or mentioned

herein, but are not limited to such. Operation 114 may be implemented in any

manner similar to that described herein, but is not limited to such.

[0049] At operation 1 , the one or more determined or aggregated metrics

corresponding to the selected priority group (e.g., at 204b) may be output for

display as part of the sales and operations planning user interface tool (e.g.,

200). For example in the present embodiment of Figure 8 , the S&OP user

interface tool 200 may include a graphical representation of the following

metrics that correspond with the selected "Level A" priority group of 204b: a

Percent Forecast Error (PFE) metric 802, an R item Stock Out/Stock Low

(SO/SL) metric 804, and an Attainment to Plan (ATP) metric 806, but is not

limited to such.

[0050] At operation 118 of Figure 1, a determination may be made as to

whether a third tier or level of the hierarchy has been selected (e.g., of 204c of



Figure 9) within the sales and operations planning user interface tool (e.g., 200).

Note that if not, the method 100 may proceed to repeat operation .

However, if it is determined at operation 118 that a third tier or level has been

selected within the sales and operations planning user interface tool, the

method 100 may proceed to operation 120. Figure 9 shows still another

exemplary view of the S&OP user interface tool 200 in accordance with various

embodiments of the invention. t is noted that operation 118 may be

implemented in a wide variety of ways. For example in one embodiment, the

S&OP user interface too! 200 of Figure 9 may be implemented with a drop

down menu 204c which may be utilized by a user to select a particular third tier

or level (e.g., platform/product group) from one or more available third tiers or

levels (e.g., platform/product groups) of the S&OP user interface tool 200.

Within the present embodiment of Figure 9 , the drop-down menu 204c was

utilized to select the "00171" platform/product group. t is pointed out that the

S&OP user interface tool 200 of Figure 9 illustrates a selection of the "C&T"

demand chain hierarchy at drop-down menu 204a, a selection of the "Level A"

priority group hierarchy at drop-down menu 204b. As such, the selection of the

"00171" platform/product group hierarchy at drop-down menu 204c is

associated with the other current hierarchy selections at drop-down menus

204a and 204b. Operation 118 may be implemented in any manner similar to

that described herein, but is not limited to such.

[0051] At operation 120, one or more spreadsheet pivot tables may be

automatically generated corresponding to the selected third tier (e.g., 204c).

Note that operation 120 may be implemented in a wide variety of ways. For

example in an embodiment, the S&OP user interface tool 200 of Figure 9 may

be implemented to automatically generate one or more spreadsheet pivot tables

corresponding to the selected "00171" platform/product group hierarchy of

204c. For instance, the one or more spreadsheet pivot tables at operation 120

may include any type of pivot table that may be generated from any of the data

and/or information described herein, but is not limited to such. Operation 120



may be implemented in any manner similar to that described herein, but is not

limited to such.

[0052] At operation 122 of Figure 1, the one or more generated spreadsheet

pivot tables corresponding to the selected third tier (e.g., of 204c) may be output

for display as part of the sales and operations planning user interface tool (e.g.,

200). For example in the present embodiment of Figure 9 , the S&OP user

interface tool 200 may include, but is not limited to, a graphical representation of

an inventory spreadsheet pivot table 902 which corresponds with the selected

"00171" platform/product group of 204c.

[0053] At operation 124, a determination may be made as to whether a fourth

tier or level of the hierarchy has been selected (e.g., at 204d) within the sales

and operations planning user interface tool (e.g., 200). If not, the method 100

may proceed to repeat operation 124. However, if it is determined at operation

124 that a fourth level has been selected within the sales and operations

planning user interface tool, the method may proceed to operation 126. It is

noted that operation 124 may be implemented in a wide variety of ways. For

example in one embodiment, the S&OP user interface tool 200 of Figure 9 may

be implemented with a drop-down menu 204d which may be utilized by a user

to select a particular fourth level of the hierarchy (e.g., platform/product

category) from one or more available fourth levels (e.g., platform/product

categories) of the S&OP user interface tool 200. Within the present

embodiment of Figure 9 , the drop-down menu 204d is currently being utilized to

select the "00171" platform/product category hierarchy. Operation 124 may be

implemented in any manner similar to that described herein, but is not limited to

such.

[0054] At operation 128 of Figure 1, one or more metrics may automatically be

determined or aggregated corresponding to the selected fourth level (e.g., at

204d). Note that operation 126 may be implemented in a wide variety of ways.



For example in an embodiment, the S&OP user interface tool 200 of Figure 9

may be implemented to automatically determine or aggregate one or more

metrics corresponding to the selected "00171" platform/product category at

204d For instance, the one or more metrics at operation 128 may include any

of the metrics described or mentioned herein, but are not limited to such. It is

pointed out that operation 126 may be implemented in any manner similar to

that described herein, but is not limited to such.

[0055] At operation 128, the one or more determined or aggregated metrics

corresponding to the selected fourth tier (e.g., at 204d) may be output for

display as part of the sales and operations planning user interface tool (e.g.,

200). For example in various embodiments, the S&OP user interface tool 200

may include a graphical representation of the one or more determined or

aggregated metrics corresponding to the selected fourth level (e.g., at 204d) in

any manner similar to that described herein, but are not limited to such in one

embodiment, once operation 128 is completed, the method 100 may be ended.

In an embodiment, once operation 128 is completed, the method 100 may

proceed to any of its operations. In this manner, a sales and operations

planning interface tool may be generated and operated in accordance with

various embodiments of the invention.

[0056] Figure 10 shows an exemplary flow diagram of a method 1000 in

accordance with various embodiments of the invention for generating and

operating a sales and operations planning interface tool. Although specific

operations are disclosed in flow diagram 1000, such operations are examples.

Method 1000 may not include all of the operations illustrated by Figure 10.

Also, method 1000 may include various other operations and/or variations of the

operations shown by Figure 10. Likewise, the sequence of the operations of

flow diagram 1000 may be modified. It is appreciated that not all of the

operations in flow diagram 1000 may be performed. In various embodiments,

one or more of the operations of method 1000 may be performed by software,



by firmware, by hardware or by any combination thereof, but is not limited to

such. Method 1000 may include processes of embodiments of the invention

which may be carried out by a processor(s) and electrical components under

the control of computer or computing device readable and executable

instructions (or code). The computer or computing device readable and

executable instructions (or code) may reside, for example, in data storage

features such as computer or computing device usable volatile memory,

computer or computing device usable non-volatile memory, and/or computer or

computing device usable mass data storage. However, the computer or

computing device readable and executable instructions (or code) may reside in

any type of computer or computing device readable medium.

[0057] Method 1000 may include establishing a demand hierarchy associated

with sales and operations planning data of an organization. In addition, a

supply hierarchy may be established that is associated with the sales and

operations planning data of the organization. A graphical user interface may be

generated and output that utilizes the demand hierarchy and/or supply

hierarchy. The graphical user interface may be utilized to select one or more

lower hierarchy levels of one of the demand hierarchy and the supply hierarchy.

One or more metrics based at an item level may be generated utilizing the

demand hierarchy, the supply hierarchy, or both the demand and supply

hierarchies. One or more spreadsheet pivot tables may be generated utilizing

the demand hierarchy, the supply hierarchy, or both the demand and supply

hierarchies. The one or more metrics and/or the one or more spreadsheet pivot

tables may be output as part of the graphical user interface. In this manner, a

sales and operations planning interface tool may be generated and operated in

accordance with various embodiments of the invention.

[0058] At operation 1002 of Figure 10, a demand hierarchy (e.g., 300 of

Figure 3) may be established that is associated with sales and operations

planning data of an organization (e.g., business, government, and the like). It is



pointed out that operation 1002 may be implemented in a wide variety of ways.

For example in various embodiments, operation 1002 may be implemented in

any manner similar to that described herein, but is not limited to such.

[0059] At operation 1004, a supply hierarchy (e.g., 320 of Figure 3) may be

established that is associated with the sales and operations planning data of the

organization (e.g., business, government, and the like). It is noted that

operation 1004 may be implemented in a wide variety of ways. For example in

various embodiments, operation 1004 may be implemented in any manner

similar to that described herein, but is not limited to such.

[0060] At operation 1006 of Figure 10, a graphical user interface (e.g., 200)

may be generated and output that utilizes the demand hierarchy and/or supply

hierarchy. Note that operation 1008 may be implemented n a wide variety of

ways. For example in various embodiments, operation 1006 may be

implemented in any manner similar to that described herein, but is not limited to

such.

[0081] At operation 1008, the graphical user interface (e.g., 200) may be

utilized to select one or more lower hierarchy levels (e.g., 204a, 204b, 204c,

and/or 204d) of one of the demand hierarchy and the supply hierarchy. It is

pointed out that operation 1008 may be implemented in a wide variety of ways.

For example in various embodiments, operation 1008 may be implemented in

any manner similar to that described herein, but is not limited to such.

[0062] At operation 1010 of Figure 10, one or more metrics based at an item

level may be generated (e.g., 108, 114, 124, and the like) utilizing the demand

hierarchy, the supply hierarchy, or both the demand and supply hierarchies. It

is noted that operation 1010 may be implemented in a wide variety of ways. For

example in various embodiments, operation 1010 may be implemented in any

manner similar to that described herein, but is not limited to such.



[0083] At operation 1012, one or more spreadsheet pivot tables may be

generated (e.g., 120} utilizing the demand hierarchy, the supply hierarchy, or

both the demand and supply hierarchies. Note that operation 1012 may be

implemented in a wide variety of ways. For example in various embodiments,

operation 1012 may be implemented in any manner similar to that described

herein, but is not limited to such.

[0084] At operation 1014 of Figure 10, the one or more metrics (e.g., 212,

214, 216, 218, 220, 404, 406, 408, 410, 412, and the like) and/or the one or

more spreadsheet pivot tables (e.g., 902) may be output as part of the graphical

user interface (e.g., 200). It is pointed out that operation 1014 may be

implemented in a wide variety of ways. For example in one embodiment, a

graphical representation of the one or more metrics and/or the one or more

spreadsheet pivot tables may be output at operation 1014 as part of the

graphical user interface. Operation 1014 may be implemented in any manner

similar to that described herein, but is not limited to such. In this manner, a

sales and operations planning interface tool may be generated and operated in

accordance with various embodiments of the invention.

[0065] Note that the S&OP user interface tool (e.g., 200) may be implemented

in a wide variety of ways. In addition, demand and supply hierarchies provide

the way for the top to organize and generate and/or aggregate all the different

performance metrics (e.g., Backorders, Forecast Accuracy, Production Plan,

Purchase Requisition Workload, etc). The tool uses four tiers to the hierarchy

that can be based on whatever is important to the organization. For example,

weapon system and weapon system subgroups can be used on the demand

side and supply divisions (e.g., logical item groupings - bearings, fasteners, etc)

and subdivisions on the supply side.



[0086] Management Tool (GUI 200) - view the business's performance

metrics based on the hierarchies at an aggregate leve! to make decisions and

push high level goals down to the lowest tiers of the hierarchy.

[0087] Actionable Tool (Pivot Table) of the tool 200 - may used by the "doers"

in the organization or business so that they can drill down into the lowest level

of data in order to target actions. Drill down available for all metrics show in the

GUI.

[0088] Forward-looking metrics:

Budget management - project financial plans based on when purchase

requisitions will likely be awarded;

Resource management - allocate buyers in order to best meet required

purchase requisition awards;

Forecast management - baseline forecasts and track to them over the

course of the year.

[0069] Provides organizational direction:

By pushing performance metrics down to the lowest level and tracking

them over time, management can better direct actions of the organization and

monitor results to help ensure the organization moves in the direction that

leadership wishes it to go.

[0070] Other names in accordance with an embodiment:

Chain: Demand Chain (Demand), Supply Chain(Supply)

Priority Group: Demand Division (Demand), Supply Directorate (Supply)

Group: Demand Platform (Demand), Supply Division (Supply)

Category: Demand Platform Subgroup (Demand), Supply 1ST (Supply)

[0071] Note that various metrics can be used with the S&OP user interface

200. For example, the following list includes, but is not limited to, exemplary



metrics that can be used with the S&OP user interface 200 and how each is

generated by a computing device (e.g., one or more modules operating on the

computer device):

Consensus forecast: - Fiscal Year Cumulative Projections and actual

results for forecasts and demand. Also contains an original projection that is

held constant.

Consensus organization fund budget: - Fiscal Year Cumulative

Projections of money that has been and will be allocated. Also contains and

original projection that is held constant.

Attainment to Plan (ATP): Whether a purchase requisition is delivered

from the supplier as planned.

Absolute Percent Forecast Error (APFE): jfcst money - demand

moneyj/demand money.

POF/OTOF: Have customer orders been filled on time. POF measures

from order until customer receipt, OTOF measures from order until shipment.

Consensus OA (Obligation Authority) budget metric: same as fund

budget.

Total overhead (OH) inventory: On Hand Inventory - how much inventory

is being held.

Percent Forecast Error (PFE): see APFE.

Demand consensus: see consensus forecast.

Demand ratio: next 2 months of forecast / last 2 months of demand.

DPA

Production plan (which can include allocation of purchase requisition

capacity): when PRs (purchase requisitions) will likely be awarded. As an

overview, it racks and stacks on hand and projected PRs and applies a

prioritization along with demonstrated award capacity to determine which PRs

will be awarded and when.

Blocked purchase requisitions: the value of the blocked requisitions.



Stock Out/Stock Low (SO/SL): items with projected stock outs and low

(penetrate safety stock) during the lead t me of the item. In one embodiment, it

is not calculated by the user interface, the user interface shows the metric.

Over procurements (OPs): in an embodiment, not calculated by the user

interface, the user interface shows the metric.

Current inventory levels: see OH.

Late purchase requisitions (PRs): shows late PRs - if the award comes

in 2 weeks after the required award date, the PR is late. The lateness category

can be broken out by days.

Late purchase orders (POs): shows late POs if the delivery comes in ,

for example, 2 weeks after scheduled date, the PO is late. The lateness

category may be broken out by days in one embodiment.

Open/blocked purchase requisitions: see open and blocked.

Supportability: this report takes the SO/SL and applies the Production

Plan to it to determine more accurate get well dates for items.

Open purchase requisition (PR) value metric: the value of open

requisitions.

Unfilled Order (UFO) indicator metric: money value of backorders.

Delivered purchase order (PO) lines metric: whether PO lines were

delivered on time. This is a yes/no metric.

Vendor scorecard metric.

[0072] The foregoing descriptions of various specific embodiments in

accordance with the invention have been presented for purposes of illustration

and description. They are not intended to be exhaustive or to limit the invention

to the precise forms disclosed, and many modifications and variations are

possible in light of the above teaching. The invention is to be construed

according to the Claims and their equivalents.
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Attainment t o Plan (ATP) - Was an order to the supplier Overprocorements - How many overprocurements are

delivered on time, o quality, and on quantity? being experienced?

* Metric can be broken down into categories t o High overprocurements are not necessarily bad

highlight root causes (late PR award, if progress has been made to reduce

generation, delivery) overforecasting

Absolute Percent Forecast Error (APFE) - Shows the error
Inventory- Current inventory levels fall condition code

associated with forecasts, S&OP Tool shows 3-month
inventory

ia O

Stock Out /Stock Low T F/ P F

Support abl Given a bill of materials, the tool
Demand Consensus Compares the last 12 months of

calculates support dates and gives customer
demand t o next 12 months of forecasts t o highlight

operations the capability to adjust forecasts to the
potential forecast problems

latest get well date

Production! I Using award rates, the production

plan projects when open, blocked, and soon to be

generated PRs will be awarded.
Open/Blocked PRs a d Open/Delivered Os

Can provide insight into which platforms and

item categories are consuming workload

capacity.



P s p n
T N Hi rar f used to ie items to specific groups o f Items. This item grouping
can b based on platf m , product group, manufacturing commonality, o a y other
groupings valuable to f e S&C process. Hierarchies can be setup on the demand side
an the supply s de (a item can be l ed to one and only one arx side group AND
one and only one supply side group). The hierarchy in the loot allows for a 4-t!ered
Hierarchy t ich can e found i the Hierarchy Map Table. The tables are used together
by joining the WSOC field In the N N Hierarchy to the Platform o r Product Category f iel
In the Hierarchy Map.
All results in the tool are presented base on this hierarchy.

Hierarchy Fields
I

WSOC o supply d grouping, NOT t ed to SDC field s nam e

incorrectly

SC On the demand side., this represents the supply chain. the side this

demand chain.

Type ~ Demand Hierarchy,. 2 Supply Hierarchy

Cost - item it Cost

AA

Other Category · demand or supply lowest grouping, if the type I,, this is the supply d

WSOC and vice-versa

SOP - that indicates if t em is part of an S P project

g - Fi g indicates i f item is Business direct

MAP - Moving average price

fo rT - NORM or SANS, designation w i i only exist for Type 2 records in the HUH

Hierarchy

Hierarchy tv Fields

Chain

Priority Group - incorrectly, this represents the next highest tier o f the hierarchy. Ex.

QA in aviation

Platform or Product Group - logical roil up of certain r f or c Categories, This is the level
where pivot tables are created.

Platform or Product Category - Corresponds to the WSDC f ield so the NilN Hierarchy

Type - .1. Hierarchy, 2 ~ Supply Hierarchy

Sc l actor Tied to the priority, t h s field provides the o f the funding cuts - 60% means

60% o f and OA will flow through.

Priority - Priority Tier for the Pisiform o Product Category, it is used t o simulate funding cuts.

Subgroup - re or field that s tied to the Platform o r Product Category, Will appear in al!
pivot reports.



The Platform level of the N N Hierarchy for Aviation Demand chain is calculated through a
series of steps::

Step 1: Assign stems with only Platform (Top Hierarchy Description in the S Hierarchy

WSOC Poiiup Table designation i th I -W SDt table to that platform

Step 2: Calculate Market Share by Platform (Top Hierarchy Description) using the W S
Hierarchy W S C ol p Table for the items not classified in Step 1

Use the 2 ¥ear O AAC Market. Share and CP DODAAC tables t o calculate a Share by
Platform fey HUH

D AAC that service more than 1 platform, divide the share up evenly among the
platforms unless there is a record In the Nil W S table, in that case, divide the share up
among the tch(es with the ί ί -WSDC tabic.

Step 3: Assign items to platforms f share > 65%

Step 4; For ail items not yet classified, determine if any Platform Is dominant (has highest
share arnonth all platforms) and has 1 market share, abel these items MS.

Step 5: For all items still not classif ied, use the DODAAC Market Share table to determine if
these items have a dominant service. f so label these items as Common to Navy, AF or Army.

Step S: For the rest of items assign them to .Aviation Common,

For the Platform subgroup leve o the hierarchy...

1 - items assigned to platforms: ff an item has one WSOC assign this level of the hierarchy

based on the Bottom Hierarchy Description n the W S Hierarchy WSOC Ro i p Table otherwise
assign t to the Shared Platform Group

2 - Items assigned to Common Groups (Navy, AF, Army* Aviation): Organize items by SC



Ratio Report e t a s
Data

Sources ~ o Lag f E, Forecasts
Calculate Historical Demand -Mo ag 0 for the last X

Step 3. currently exclude CD

Step 2 Calculate Future Forecast using the latest forecast pull from a nu

Step :¾ Represent ast 12 o nt s of demand, next 12 months of forecast as values

Step 4 Calculate a ratio: 12-Month Forecast Value i ont Value

Production Pirn Calculation Details
Data

Sources Planned Orders, Open P s Blocked Rs Awarded PR , Cadence File, TC Items
Calculate a historical award rate (based o awarded s at the Platform o r

Product Category o f the Supply Side Hierarchy .(average award rate over las 3
Step I months)

Step 2 Rank Order all the Pf s, excluding Automatic PRs

Start with Open and Slocked PR and join to cadence file

Wis? PRs are awarded first Look a in P and using the field and
rank those accordingly

Cadence is only full used in Richmond, so many Open PRs will ot be i
Cadence, Rank those after all the PRs Irs Cadence

Look at WI ne xt using the priority field and rank those accordingly
Cadence is only full used n Richmond, so many Open RRs will not be in

Cadence, Sank: those after a l the PRs i Cadence
Go to the planned orders table and append these records onto the end based

o n A D

Apply the- -capacity constraint to the lis to approximate whe PRs will be
Step 3 awarded

e a nd Consensus Calculation Details
Data

Sources -Mo Lag 0 Pf Forecasts, Original Fore cas
Calculate monthly Historical Demand using -Mo Lag 0 Data for the last 18-24
months currently exclude CD items (go back to at least the start o f the last fiscal

Step 1 years

Calculate monthly future forecasts using th latest forecast pull from Manu for
Step 2 the next 24 months (revised forecast)

Calculate monthly Original Forecasts using the original forecast: pull from an
Step 3 for the next 24 months (original forecast)

Step 4 Us Lag forecasts as the revised forecast in ail past periods
Use a l this data to calculate a cumulate projection for each fiscal yea r !e:

Siep 5 October contains results from Sept Oct

o All results are presented In dollars

Supply Consensus Calculation Details



Data

Sources PR i ei ne s, PR- Awards,. Orders, i em Projections

Step 1 Calculate monthly, past awards using the Awards table- pulled from DORRAD

Calculate monthly, past PRs generated using the PR Timeliness table pulled from
Step 2 DORRADW

Project PRs to be generated using the Planned Orders (pulled from and
3 m Projections (created through simulation) tables

. Consensus ~ Calculation Details

Data

Sources Production Plan - most recent and original projection, Awards
Calculate monthly, past -OA o using the PR Awards table pol d from

Step DORRAD

Calculate monthly, f uture OA consumption using the original and most recent
Step 2 Production Plans

Use all this data t o calculate a cumulative projection for each fiscal year e:
October contains results f ro Sept + t , Past O consumption is aggregated

Step 3 with the most recent production plan-

Note; Ail results are presented dollars



Sum o the PO FD J D d divided by the total l i es, it s only

POP l d o n Q {CD„DD ~ D)

Sum f the fC_8AVAI D field divided by the total l ines it is only

OT calculated o n 0 items IC„ 0 .TY =

Report o n the SO-SL status for a l items. One field is added called Email
Category where w e assig a "color". Red - SO with s Yellow - SO

SO-SL without FOs

ATP Su of ATP divided by ATP Orders

Consensus forecast See Demand and Supply Consensus Tab

Open Show the value of PRs open y lateness categories

r Sum of inventory value based on MAP

POs Sum of th Delivered PO Value brokers out by lateness categories

Open POs Sum of the Open PO Value broken out by lateness

Supply Consensus See Demand and Supply Consensus Tab
Calculated the same way t e PFE Tool calculates the metric, Excludes

P CO items

Workload Summary Under review,, not yet finalised

Sum of OP value from enterprise OP report
Sum of the Open a d Slocked PP Values broken out by lateness

e d PR categories

Production Plan See Demand and Supply Consensus Tab

See Demand and Supply Consensus Tab
A / Average Inventory over the last months for all Channel

inventory Turns items

Supports biJ re-calculates the dates for the latest SO-SL report

using realistic P award dates from the Production Plan, f the earlies
award dat is after the stated 6 date n the SO report then

SupportabiSity suppoftabsilty will apply the later G date to the record.
Weighted T and ALT § : * MAP,Pl T : Z J >t J X * MAP, Ail data is pulled

T from Strat table In A











H V ew S te i w Selectors

J C
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Execution Tab

OP -Over Procurements- Dollar value of Over Open PRs - Shows PR $ value or PR count totals and days

Procurements as identified in the OP report. late,

PR Workload Projection -Shows PR workload for Manual

PR's (A CJ, and D not on LTC), including s Blocked PRs - Shows PR $ value or PR count totals and

Generated, PR's Awarded/and PR's projected to be

Generated based o current forecasts,



Hierarchy View Selectors P c View S

i







will be awarded * are racked & stacked per DPC prioritization, |

* Can provide insight into which platforms a d tem categories are consuming workload capacity * |

Sy of OA Shows! value of Obligation Authority
Sum of PI n Shows count of Projected s f r the

associated w it Projected for the time
j

given time period
period

P g ofate the count $ value of PR 's flagged as

approved S&OP Project ite s to be te
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Category i rt ri
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Demand Division d Division

Demand Demand Platform

Platform Subgroup Demand Platform Subgroup



P at orm Su group Deman P at orm Su group





Demand Pat orm Su group Deman Pat orm Su group



S F g 1 indicates that an tem s part of project

Field that further describes the or Product

el an be set by use b contacting the S P

Subgrou Tea

S Chain Suppl Chain

Supply Directorate Supply Directorate

Supply i n Supply Division

Supply 1ST Suppl I T

Demand Chain Demand Chain

Demand Division Demand Division

Demand Platform Demand Platform

Demand Platform Subgrou Demand Platform Subgroup

Field Description

AAC. Acquisition Advice Code

N N !

H_ at Date of inventory Oats Pull

H ¾y On Ha d Quantity

OH On Ha d Valued at the iv an. acquisition cost

Supply Chain Suppl Chain

Supply Directorate Supply i a

Supply Division Supply

Supply ST Suppl S T

Demand Chain Demand Chain

Demand Division Demand Division

Demand Platform Demand Platform

Demand Platform Subgroup Demand Platform Subgroup

Description

When report s run for the Demand Side, this represents the
Demand Chain, When the report s run for the Supply Side, this

Chai represents the Supply.Chain,

Cost Change Fcst Value less the Demand Value

Demand Quant it Demanded for the last months

De ao V i. e Demand Qty i.t ipled b the a u Acquisition Cost

est Qt Qu t ity forecasted for the x months

F st Value st Qty t ip ed by the Acquisition Cost

item Calculated Field to show the ratio value at an aggregate level

TCj Fsg 1 indicates that this m on long term contract



Ratio Fes Value divided by the Demand Value

Supply Chain Supply Chain

Supply Directorate Supply Directorate

Supply Supply Division:

Supply ST Supply 1ST

Chain Demand Chain

Division d Division

Demand. Platform Demand Platferm

Demand Platform
Subgroup Demand Platform Subgroup

Field Description
Field that further describes the Platform o r Product Field - can be

Subgroup set by users by contacting the S&O Team

SIC ACTS IP Actual Ship Date

Si 80 3 NU D DAA & Org Number

!CJ S T Ship Quantity

Contract Cont rac Number

DOC Document Number

ET P CE Order Net Price

FT A F. Order Value

mm
Order Count is se to and is used in the calculation csf OTOF % at

Order Count an aggregate level

Order Type Customer o r Business Direct

OTOf Calculated Field to show OTOF at the aggregate level

Pass Count 1 indicates passed OTO

Pass OTOF? indicates passed OTOF

HiP O Ship To location - Numeric Code

Target Ship Dave Target Ship Date

T get Ship Month Target Ship Month

Supply Chain Supply Chain

Supply Directorate Supply Directorate

Supply Supply Division

Supply 1ST Supply 1ST

Demand Chain Demand Chain

Demand Division Demand Division

Demand Platform Demand Platform

Demand Platform

Subgroup Demand Platform Subgroup





Description

Cost Forecast Value

N N

Pull Date Forecast Month

Qt Forecast Quantity
Field that further describes t h Platform or Product Field

Subgroup can be set y-users by contacting the S Team

Type Original Projection, Actual Dem and,. Revised





Supply Division S pply Division

Supply ST Supply 1ST

Demand Chain JDeman i

i i D Division

d Platform Demand Platform

Subgroup d Platform Subgroup



Demand P si orm Subgroup Demand Pat orm Subgroup



Demand Division

Demand Platform m Pisiform

r d Platform Subgroup Demand Platform Subgroup



Subgroup contacting the S& Team
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es

Improv

I prov
Total OH I vento r Value

ropriate

Durations

9 Nov 0 D c- 9 Jan-10 Feb 0 ar- 0 Apr-10
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Supply Planning Metrics
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Prod uct ion Plan

WHAT: Outcome of Supply Consensus -Using past award rates, the

production plan projects when open, blocked, and soon to be generated PRs

w ll be awarded,

* WHY: Can provide insight into which platforms and tem categories are

consuming workload capacity.

* Allows supplier operations to quantify the tradeoff that occurs when

expedites are suggested by customer operations

GOAL: Understand allocation of PR workload capacity within given constraints

HOW:

Customer and Supplier operations work together to achieve the best use of

resources. Both parties agree to: What PRs will be awarded, what PRs will NOT be

awarded, and what PRs will be delayed.



Connecting Supply Demand Metrics to

Overall Metrics







Hierarchy Examples





CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A method comprising:

establishing a demand hierarchy associated with sales and operations

planning data of an organization, wherein any item of said demand hierarchy is

not assigned to another hierarchy group;

establishing a supply hierarchy associated with said sales and operations

planning data of said organization, wherein any item of said supply hierarchy is

not assigned to another hierarchy group; and

utilizing one of said demand hierarchy and said supply hierarchy to

generate a metric based at an item level; and

outputting said metric as part of a graphical user interface.

2 . The method of Claim 1, further comprising:

utilizing one of said demand hierarchy and said supply hierarchy to

generate a spreadsheet pivot table.

3 . The method of Claim 1. wherein said metric comprises comparing

demand over a past time period to a forecast of a future time period.

4 . The method of Claim 3 , wherein said past time period is last 12

months and said future time period is next 2 months.

5 . The method of Claim 1, wherein said metric comprises a

production plan metric comprising workload capacity.

8 . The method of Claim 5 , wherein said production plan further

comprising projecting when a purchase requisition will be awarded.



7 . The method of Claim 1, further comprising:

utilizing said graphical user interface to select a lower hierarchy level of

one of said demand hierarchy and said supply hierarchy.

8 . The method of Claim 7 , further comprising:

after utilizing said graphical user interface to select a lower hierarchy

level, outputting a graphical representation of said metric as part of said

graphical user interface.

9 . A computer readable storage medium having stored thereon,

computer-executable instructions that when executed by a computing device

cause the computing device to perform a method comprising:

establishing a demand hierarchy associated with sales and operations

planning data of an organization, wherein any item of said demand hierarchy is

not assigned to another hierarchy group;

establishing a supply hierarchy associated with said sales and operations

planning data of said organization, wherein any item of said supply hierarchy is

not assigned to another hierarchy group; and

utilizing one of said demand hierarchy and said supply hierarchy to

generate a spreadsheet pivot table; and

outputting said spreadsheet pivot table as part of a graphical user

interface.

10. The computer readable storage medium of Claim 9 , further

comprising:

utilizing one of said demand hierarchy and said supply hierarchy to

generate a metric based at an item level.

11. The computer readable storage medium of Claim 10, wherein said

metric comprises comparing demand over a past time period to a forecast of a

future time period.



12. The computer readable storage medium of Claim 11, wherein said

past time period is last year and said future time period is next year.

13. The computer readable storage medium of Claim 10 , wherein said

metric comprises a production plan metric that comprises projecting when a

purchase requisition will be awarded.

14. The computer readable storage medium of Claim 9 , further

comprising:

utilizing said graphical user interface to select a lower hierarchy level of

one of said demand hierarchy and said supply hierarchy.

15. The computer readable storage medium of Claim 14, further

comprising:

after utilizing said graphical user interface to select a lower hierarchy

level, outputting a graphical representation of said spreadsheet pivot table as

part of said graphical user interface.

18. A method comprising:

establishing a demand hierarchy associated with sales and operations

planning data of an organization, wherein said demand hierarchy is set at an

item level and any Item of said demand hierarchy is not assigned to another

hierarchy group;

establishing a supply hierarchy associated with said sales and operations

planning data of said organization, wherein said supply hierarchy is set at an

item level and any item of said supply hierarchy is not assigned to another

hierarchy group; and

utilizing one of said demand hierarchy and said supply hierarchy to

generate a metric based at an item level; and



outputting a graphical representation of said metric as part of a graphica

user interface.

17. The method of Claim , further comprising:

utilizing one of said demand hierarchy and said supply hierarchy to

generate a spreadsheet pivot table.

18. The method of Claim 16, wherein said metric comprises

comparing demand over a past time period to a forecast of a future time period

19. The method of Claim 1 , wherein said metric comprises a

production plan metric that comprises projecting when a purchase requisition

will be awarded.

20. The method of Claim 1, further comprising:

utilizing said graphical user interface to select a lower hierarchy level of

one of said demand hierarchy and said supply hierarchy.
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